**Precast Flooring**

All precast flooring options are prestressed with tensioned steel reinforcement in a factory environment, and can be customised based on customer requirements, with voids inserted, lengths and width variations carried out, or extra reinforcement or strength variations accommodated for.

The O’Reilly Design Office has experience with all types of projects and is ready to assist with the latest computerised tools for floor design.

**Hollowcore Flooring**
- Open void
- High Pressure Dry Extruded Process
- Excellent sound and heat insulation
- 7no to 10no strand reinforcement
- 12.5mmØ Grade 1860 steel

**Thermal Hollowcore Flooring**
- Kore™ Polystyrene Void formers
- Wet Form Process
- Best sound and heat insulation
- 6no to 14no strand reinforcement
- 9.3mmØ Grade 1860 steel

**Wideslab Plate Flooring**
- Solid Prestressed Concrete
- Wet Form Process
- Double Wide Slab
- 24no strand reinforcement
- 9.3mmØ Grade 1860 steel

**Standard Plate Flooring**
- Solid Prestressed Concrete
- Wet Form Process
- High Strength
- 6no to 14no strand reinforcement
- 9.3mmØ Grade 1860 steel

Delivering Quality Precast throughout UK and Ireland.
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